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The historical charts in ancient China is not the absolute mapping in mathematic 
meaning, but is a map which was protracted on the environment、chain of command 
and military and elements of navigation with some text notes for the given aim in 
ocean and terrene abut area, can divided into three parts, such as charts for 
navigation、drawings for coast defence and maps painted the coastal areas and 
territorial seas. The charts for navigation was born and perfected with the requirement 
of the navigation for trade day by day. The drawings for coast defence was protracted 
and developed for the demand of the safety in sea. The maps’ space painted the 
coastal areas and territorial seas was escalated with the development of the 
exploitation and administer. 
There are many elements of navigate civilization hided in historical charts of 
ancient China, include the directional of waterway, the voyage of sea-lane, the 
location of the jalor, predicted the storm and escape, the replenishment of the 
firewood and water, and sacrificed the sea-god. The directional of waterway and the 
voyage of sea-lane were the principal parts of the navigation. The location of the jalor 
is the evidence whether the calculate of directional of waterway and the voyage of 
sea-lane was true or not. Predicted the storm and escape were the important means 
that ensure the safe of sail. The supply of the firewood and water safeguarded the 
ocean-going. Sacrificed the sea-god was the backbone of the voyager in spirit. 
There are much socioeconomic information of ocean in the historical charts of 
ancient China, consisted by the folk seafaring and the administration of sea by the 
government in mainly, from which we can descry the conflict and unification between 
the right space of the ocean trade and the power area of the feudal official. The right 
space of the ocean trade incarnated the right of navigation and the benefit of the trade 
which the society of ocean would have, and also the living space for them. The power 
area of the domination represented the command and using right of the  feudal 
official, consist of command and military control. The reciprocity of them formed the 
history of sea developing in ancient China. 
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